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The Hopr protocol is a layer-0 privacy protocol that aims 

to be a privacy infrastructure foundation for anyone to 

build on. As more and more data is being collected and 

since it became truly valuable for the last few years, the 

goal is to enable individuals to own their personal data 

again. Somewhat comparable to the famous Onion 

router Tor, Hopr aims to build a truly decentralized 

version of it, preventing attacks such as the ones Tor 

recently faced. To provide such features, the protocol 

operates at the network level, offering metadata privacy 

for any exchange of data thanks to a mixnet that 

protects both sender and recipient of data exchanges. 

Hopr also integrates a payment solution as part of the 

network, by using a custom layer-2 scaling solution 

built on top of Ethereum.

As privacy is still a hot topic in 2021, like we recently saw 

with the interest shown to Tornado.cash protocol, Hopr 

is going further by building the whole infrastructure 

needed for true privacy in a decentralized way. Built at 

the heart of Europe’s crypto valley in Zurich by a team 

of experienced engineers, the project is showing good 

signs in terms of development. In addition to that, Hopr 

is well surrounded and raised funds from leading firms 

such as Binance Labs in 2020, which is always a good 

sign. As the protocol just launched, we will see if the 

market is ready to adopt such a technology to allow real 

privacy.

HOPR - 84%

seed investment price $0.05

current market cap N/A

current price $0.89

projects in the ecosystem Orchid, Tor (not blockchain powered)



As they describe themselves, Arweave is a new type 

of storage that backs data with sustainable and 

perpetual endowments, allowing users and developers 

to store data forever. Arweave aims to deliver a global, 

permanent hard drive on a new kind of blockchain 

with high throughput, decentralized, immutable, and 

with low-cost data storage. Arweave features a hybrid 

consensus mechanism, a mix of Proof-of-Work and 

Proof-of-Access allowing miners to verify transactions 

and blocks quickly. As Arweave is building the core 

infrastructure allowing for the permaweb, the project 

aims to be community driven and to enable the 

development of other protocols on top of it such as 

SmartWeave for example, a smart contract protocol 

powered by the Arweave network.

Arweave is interesting in the sense that it introduces a 

different approach to decentralized data storage than 

its competitor in the Blockchain space such as Filecoin, 

Storj or Sia for example that offers contract based 

storage where Arweave aims to provide permanent 

storage. It is therefore not competing on cost with 

centralized data storage providers but is instead 

offering a new service that none of those giants can 

offer. The project is not a newcomer and has been in 

the works for more than 4 years now by a large team 

of engineers and researchers, some of them holding 

PhDs. In addition to that, the firm secured more than 

$13 millions in different rounds of funding from giants 

VC firms such as Andreessen Horowitz, Coinbase 

Ventures, and Union Square Ventures. 

ARWEAVE - 82%

seed investment price $0.72

current market cap 348M

current price $10.46

projects in the ecosystem Filecoin, Storj, Sia



Goldfinch is a protocol building one of the biggest missing 

pieces of DeFi: loans without collateral. It started from an 

observation: it’s expensive to be a bank today, and this 

limits the kinds of lenders that can operate. But there are 

thousands if not millions who could lend with the right 

system. Goldfinch is proceeding step by step, as their 

first phase aims to build a credit fund on crypto making 

off-chain sources of yield available on DeFi, followed by 

a second phase focused on decentralizing the network 

allowing anyone to propose or evaluate loans, and finally 

a third phase with the objective of allowing even small 

lenders to take part in the protocol.

Goldfinch is doing things the right way. While the project is 

still early and in its first phase of development, they already 

launched and are targeting emerging markets to start, as 

they already deployed $1 Million in capital to thousands of 

borrowers across Mexico, Nigeria, and Southern Asia. The 

team is majorly composed of ex-Coinbase employees, and 

they are backed by top investors and advisors. There is still 

a long way to go for the end game they are trying to reach, 

but they are going in the right way. This potentially could 

become a hit as it is clearly answering a proved need in 

lending and the market is huge.

GOLDFINCH - 78%

seed investment price N/A

current market cap N/A

current price N/A

projects in the ecosystem No similar protocol yet



Blank is a private, non-custodial Ethereum browser 

wallet. Blank uses smart contracts that allow users to 

hide the amounts and origins of cryptocurrency held, in a 

decentralized and frictionless manner. Each time a user 

wants to make a withdrawal, Blank will create a new wallet 

address with the amount of crypto that requested, which 

originates from the smart contract where everyone’s funds 

are pooled. Blank can be seen as a mix of Metamask and 

Tornado.cash especially as the first version coming during 

Q1 will be using Tornado.cash infrastructure and be a 

Metamask-like extension with advanced privacy features. 

According to the roadmap, Blank will slowly detach itself 

from Tornado to offer additional features such as partial 

withdrawal.

Blank is focused on developing a user-friendly product 

to give a better user experience to those interested in 

using privacy solutions. Other solutions on Ethereum 

like Tornado.cash currently have a process that can be 

very time-consuming and too technically advanced for 

the average crypto user, making it an elitist product. The 

project is still in its early development, but the use case is 

great as on chain privacy has always been a huge topic. If 

the team manages to offer an ease of use similar to what 

Metamask currently offers with privacy advanced features, 

Blank could become a great contender to the leading 

browser wallet as Ethereum is slowly heading towards 

mass adoption in the coming years.

BLANK - NOT RATED

seed investment price N/A

current market cap N/A

current price N/A

projects in the ecosystem Tornado.cash, Incognito, Metamask



1. HOPR TECHNOLOGY REVIEW

Initial Screening
Keep researching

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does this project need to use blockchain technology?

Can this project be realized?

Is the project protected from commonly known attacks?

Is there a viable use case for this project?

Are there no careless errors in the whitepaper?

Innovation (out of 11)

Great (2)

Feasible (2)

Yes (2)

1-5% (1)

7

Description Scorecard

How have similar projects performed?

Feasability - Are there too many innovations?

Is the project unique?

Percentage of crypto users that will use the project?

Architecture (out of 12)

Great (2)

Great (2)

20-50 (1)

Great (4)

Not Too Complex (2)

11

Projects Technology Score

Overall feeling after reading whitepaper?

Resistance to possible attacks?

Time taken to understand the architecture?

Overall feeling about the architecture after deeper research?

Complexity of the architecture?

Code Quality (out of 15)

Yes (2)

Yes (2)

Good (2)

More Than 10K (1)

Great (2)

More Than 10 (2)

Great (2)

No (0)

Good (2)

15
Is the project open source?

Does the project use good code like C,C++, Rust, Erlang, Ruby, Go, Solidity, etc?

What is the quality of the code?

Github number of lines?

Overall quality of the test coverage?

Github commits per month?

Overall quality of the maintainability index?

Could the project use better programming languages?

How well is the code commented?

Roadmap (out of 5)

Launched (5)What is the status of the project?

5

Usability for Infrastructure 
Projects (out of 5)

Medium (2)Is it easy to use for the end customer?

2

Team (out of 7) 

5+ (2)

Senior (2)

Solid (2)

Number of active developers?

Developers average Git Background?

Developers coding style?

6

Score out of 55

Innovation 20%

Architecture 22%

Mainnet 9%

Team 13%

Code Quality 27%

Usability 9%

Total 100%

46
84%

Total Score



2.  ARWEAVE TECHNOLOGY REVIEW

Initial Screening
Keep researching

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does this project need to use blockchain technology?

Can this project be realized?

Is the project protected from commonly known attacks?

Is there a viable use case for this project?

Are there no careless errors in the whitepaper?

Innovation (out of 11)

Great (2)

Feasible (2)

Yes (2)

1-5% (1)

7

Description Scorecard

How have similar projects performed?

Feasability - Are there too many innovations?

Is the project unique?

Percentage of crypto users that will use the project?

Architecture (out of 12)

Great (2)

Great (2)

More Than 1 Hour (0)

Great (4)

Not Too Complex (2)

10

Projects Technology Score

Overall feeling after reading whitepaper?

Resistance to possible attacks?

Time taken to understand the architecture?

Overall feeling about the architecture after deeper research?

Complexity of the architecture?

Code Quality (out of 15)

Yes (2)

Yes (2)

Good (2)

More Than 10K (1)

Good (1)

More Than 10 (2)

Great (2)

No (0)

Good (2)

15
Is the project open source?

Does the project use good code like C,C++, Rust, Erlang, Ruby, Go, Solidity, etc?

What is the quality of the code?

Github number of lines?

Overall quality of the test coverage?

Github commits per month?

Overall quality of the maintainability index?

Could the project use better programming languages?

How well is the code commented?

Roadmap (out of 5)

Launched (5)What is the status of the project?

5

Usability for Infrastructure 
Projects (out of 5)

Medium (2)Is it easy to use for the end customer?

2

Team (out of 7) 

5+ (2)

Senior (2)

Solid (2)

Number of active developers?

Developers average Git Background?

Developers coding style?

6

Score out of 55

Innovation 20%

Architecture 22%

Mainnet 9%

Team 13%

Code Quality 27%

Usability 9%

Total 100%

45
82%

Total Score



3.  GOLDFINCH TECHNOLOGY REVIEW

Initial Screening
Keep researching

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does this project need to use blockchain technology?

Can this project be realized?

Is the project protected from commonly known attacks?

Is there a viable use case for this project?

Are there no careless errors in the whitepaper?

Innovation (out of 11)

Great (2)

Feasible (2)

Yes (2)

1-5% (1)

7

Description Scorecard

How have similar projects performed?

Feasability - Are there too many innovations?

Is the project unique?

Percentage of crypto users that will use the project?

Architecture (out of 12)

Okay (1)

Great (2)

20-50 (1)

Great (4)

Not Too Complex (2)

10

Projects Technology Score

Overall feeling after reading whitepaper?

Resistance to possible attacks?

Time taken to understand the architecture?

Overall feeling about the architecture after deeper research?

Complexity of the architecture?

Code Quality (out of 15)

Yes (2)

Yes (2)

Good (2)

Less than 10K - 0 

Great (2)

Less Than 10 (0)

Great (2)

No (0)

Good (2)

12
Is the project open source?

Does the project use good code like C,C++, Rust, Erlang, Ruby, Go, Solidity, etc?

What is the quality of the code?

Github number of lines?

Overall quality of the test coverage?

Github commits per month?

Overall quality of the maintainability index?

Could the project use better programming languages?

How well is the code commented?

Roadmap (out of 5)

Launched (5)What is the status of the project?

5

Usability for Infrastructure 
Projects (out of 5)

Yes (5)Is it easy to use for the end customer?

5

Team (out of 7) 

Less Than 3 (0)

Senior (2)

Solid (2)

Number of active developers?

Developers average Git Background?

Developers coding style?

4

Score out of 55

Innovation 20%

Architecture 22%

Mainnet 9%

Team 13%

Code Quality 27%

Usability 9%

Total 100%

43
78%

Total Score



Token Metrics Media LLC is a regular publication 
of information, analysis and commentary focused 
especially on blockchain technology and business, 
cryptocurrency, blockchain-based tokens, market 
trends, and trading strategies.

Token Metrics Media LLC does not provide 
individually tailored investment advice and does 
not take a subscriber’s or anyone’s personal 
circumstances into consideration when discussing 
investments; nor is Token Metrics Media LLC 
registered as an investment adviser or broker-dealer 
in any jurisdiction.

Information contained herein is not an offer or 
solicitation to buy, hold or sell any security. The 
Token Metrics team have advised and invested in 
many blockchain companies. A complete list of their 
advisory roles and current holdings can be viewed 
here: https://tokenmetrics.com/disclosures/
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